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[1] The Heliospheric Imager (HI) instruments on board the STEREO spacecraft are used
to analyze the solar wind during August and September 2007. We show how HI can be
used to image the streamer belt and, in particular, the variability of the slow solar wind
which originates inside and in the vicinity of the streamer belt. Intermittent mass flows
are observed in HI difference images, streaming out along the extension of helmet
streamers. These flows can appear very differently in images: plasma distributed on
twisted flux ropes, V‐shaped structures, or “blobs.” The variety of these transient features
may highlight the richness of phenomena that could occur near helmet streamers: emergence
of flux ropes, reconnection of magnetic field lines at the tip of helmet streamers, or
disconnection of open magnetic field lines. The plasma released with these transient events
forms part of the solar wind in the higher corona; HI observations show that these
transients are frequently entrained by corotating interaction regions (CIRs), leading to the
formation of larger, brighter plasma structures in HI images. This entrainment is used to
estimate the trajectory of these plasma ejecta. In doing so, we demonstrate that successive
transients can be entrained by the same CIR in the high corona if they emanate from
the same corotating source. Some parts of the streamers are more effective sources of
transients than others. Surprisingly, evidence is given for the outflow of a recurring twisted
magnetic structure, suggesting that the emergence of flux ropes can be recurrent.
Citation: Rouillard, A. P., et al. (2010), Intermittent release of transients in the slow solar wind: 1. Remote sensing observations,
J. Geophys. Res., 115, A04103, doi:10.1029/2009JA014471.
1. Introduction
[2] Coronal streamers, observed in the electron‐scattered
continuum of the K‐corona, usually appear as “helmet”
structures consisting of a bright dome‐shaped region in the
lower corona surrounded by a less bright envelope which
extends nearly radially away from the Sun [Koutchmy,
1992; Wang et al., 2007]. The latter forms rays which
were first photographed by Annie Maunder in great detail
during the 1898 solar eclipse in India. Subsequent eclipse
images and the advent of coronagraphs have shown that
these rays are visible out to distances of 12 to 30 R. While
the central dome‐shaped region corresponds to dense plasma
trapped on closed magnetic field lines rooted in the photo-
sphere, the rays are related to dense plasma escaping along
magnetic field lines which extend into the interplanetary
medium [Pneuman and Kopp, 1971; Wang et al., 1998].
The plasma moving at subsonic speeds along the open
magnetic field lines of the helmet streamers is gradually
accelerated to supersonic speeds as it propagates higher up
in the corona and eventually becomes part of the solar wind.
The elements of the solar wind plasma emitted by the same
source region are located along an Archemedian spiral in the
Parker model of the solar wind [Parker, 1958]. The belt of
slow solar wind usually associated with helmet streamers
near the Sun therefore extends into the interplanetary medium
in a large‐scale Archemedian spiral of slow flow. Fast solar
wind reaches its terminal speed at 5–10 solar radii (or 1 to
3° elongation in the plane of the sky) according to Grall et
al. [1996]. In contrast, the slow solar wind probably
reaches its terminal speed near 30–50 solar radii (or 8 to
13° elongation in the plane of the sky) [Sheeley et al., 1997;
Breen et al., 2002]. The Sun Earth Connection Coronal and
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Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI) instrument package on
the pair of NASA STEREO spacecraft images the slow solar
wind during the final stages of its acceleration.
[3] The quasi‐static morphology of streamers is reasonably
well understood, following many experimental observations
[Koutchmy and Stellmacher, 1976; Schmahl et al., 1992] and
much numerical modeling [Mikić and Linker, 1996;Wang et
al., 1997; Mikić et al., 2000; Saez et al., 2000; Thernisien
and Howard, 2006]. Streamers are usually constrained to
low heliocentric latitudes at solar minimum [McComas et al.,
1998] but broaden and can form at high latitudes during solar
maximum [McComas et al., 2001; Balogh and Smith, 2001].
These long‐term variations are also relatively well under-
stood [Wang and Sheeley, 2003]. A streamer can change in
mass by as much as 50% between successive solar limb
passages but is usually present for several solar rotations, in
particular at solar minimum [Poland, 1978]. On much shorter
time scales, a day or less, the emergence of coronal mass
ejections (CMEs) can alter the geometry and location of
streamers substantially by opening or closing the magnetic
lines which define them [Suess et al., 2004].
[4] Evidence of plasma release from helmet streamers was
seen in photometer observations from the Helios spacecraft
[Jackson, 1991]. The three rotating Helios photometers,
which remotely sensed the variability of the K‐corona,
observed small, dense plasma parcels propagating outward
along solar radials rooted at the tip of helmet streamers.
More recent observations made by the coronagraphs on
board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO)
[Brueckner et al., 1995] demonstrated that “plasma blobs”
are continually emitted from helmet streamers [Sheeley et
al., 1997; Wang et al., 1998, 2000; van Aalst et al., 1999]
showing that classic CME onsets may not be necessary for
helmet streamers to be “active” in terms of transient mass
flow on very short time scales. These plasma blobs originate
3 to 4 R from Sun center often as radially elongated
structures above the cusps of helmet streamers. They have
been found to move outward, maintaining constant angular
extent and increasing in length in rough accord with their
speed, which typically doubles from 150 km s−1 near 5 R
to 300 km s−1 near 25 R [Sheeley et al., 1997]. Numerical
models simulating plasma pressure variations around and
inside helmet streamers confirm that packets of magnetic
field lines should be expelled from the tip of streamers
[Dahlburg and Karpen, 1997; van Aalst et al., 1999]. The
plasma blobs may be created as plasma from the streamer is
swept up by these disconnected magnetic loops, often
forming a V‐shaped structure in coronagraph images [e.g.,
Wang et al., 1998]. The dominance of the magnetic field
pressure over the plasma pressure near the Sun (i.e., low
plasma beta) should force the plasma located downstream of
the inferred reconnection point to be swept out by the out-
flowing disconnected field lines. An alternative explanation
to the occurrence of transient mass flows from streamers
may be the emergence of small helical fields or CMEs which
are only partially observed in coronagraphs (as observed, for
instance, by Rouillard et al. [2009b]). The plasma blob
generated in these processes move higher up in the corona at
the typical speed of the solar wind emanating from the
streamer belt (300–400 km s−1).
[5] At the coronal base (2–15 R), the eastern edge of the
steamer belt, as viewed on Carrington maps, is a boundary
between slow and fast solar wind sources. When these dif-
ferent flows are radially aligned by solar rotation, corotating
interaction regions (CIRs) form higher up in the corona.
Large coronal holes tend to emit fast solar wind and their
location controls the formation of CIRs. The evolution of
CIRs is reasonably well understood following intensive
analytical [Lee, 2000] and numerical work [Pizzo and
Gosling, 1994]. The detection of corotating variable flows
in images taken by the Heliospheric Imager (HI) on board
the STEREO spacecraft has been related to the entrainment
of streamer blobs by CIRs during their outward propagation
[Sheeley et al., 2008a, 2008b; Rouillard et al., 2008, 2009a].
This interaction between transients and the background solar
wind is here investigated in great detail by using images
taken by HI (paper 1) and by using in situ measurements of
these same transients (paper 2).
[6] After a description of the instruments used in this
paper (section 2), we present STEREO observations of the
variability of streamer flows (section 3) over two solar rota-
tions. Finally, we analyze the radial propagation of these
plasma ejecta (sections 4, 5, and 6). In the second paper we
use the estimated trajectories to carry out a detailed analysis
of the in situ signatures of the imaged small‐scale transients.
2. Instruments: Orbital Configuration of the
Spacecraft
[7] The near‐identical pair of NASA STEREO spacecraft,
launched on 26 October 2006, orbit the Sun in the ecliptic
plane at a heliocentric distance close to 1 astronomical unit
(AU) such that one (the STEREO‐A spacecraft) leads the
Earth in its orbit, and the other (STEREO‐B) trails the Earth.
The orbits are such that the angle of separation between each
spacecraft and the Earth increases by 22.5° per year [Kaiser
et al., 2008]. Along with a comprehensive complement of
in situ instrumentation, each spacecraft carries a suite of
imagers: the Sun‐Earth Connection Coronal andHeliospheric
Investigation (SECCHI) package [Howard et al., 2008].
SECCHI consists of an extreme ultraviolet imager (EUVI),
two coronagraphs (COR‐1 and COR‐2), and the Helio-
spheric Imager (HI). The HI instrument on each STEREO
spacecraft comprises two wide‐field, visible‐light imagers,
HI‐1 and HI‐2. The HI detectors are charge‐coupled devices
(CCDs) with 2048 × 2048 pixels (note that 1024 × 1024 pixel
synoptic images are routinely downlinked), where each pixel
has a size of 13.5 × 13.5 mm. HI‐1 and HI‐2 observe in white
light with a band pass of 630–730 nm and 400–1000 nm,
respectively [Eyles et al., 2009; Harrison et al., 2008; Brown
et al., 2009]. HI‐1 has a 20° square field of view (fov), cen-
tered at 14° elongation. The 70° by 70° fov of the outermost
HI‐2 camera is centered at 53.7° elongation. Note that the
elongation of a target is defined as the angle between the
observer‐Sun vector and the observer‐target vector.
[8] Coronal electrons are by no means uniformly dis-
tributed along the line of sight of each HI image pixel. The
K‐coronal light detected by HI is sunlight which has been
Thomson‐scattered by coronal electrons. Thomson scatter-
ing forces geometrical constraints on the part of the solar
wind, that HI can observe. The convolution of Thomson
scattering effects with the radial distribution of solar wind
electron density and incident solar electromagnetic radiation
shows that the brightness recorded by HI is maximal for
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electrons situated inside the volume of a sphere for which
the Sun‐spacecraft segment is the diameter; this sphere was
termed the Thomson sphere (TS) by Vourlidas and Howard
[2006]. Figure 1a presents a view of the ecliptic plane from
above of the orbital configuration of the Sun (S), Earth (E)
and STEREO‐A (A) in the ecliptic plane on 15 September
2007. Figure 1b is the same as Figure 1a but shows the
location of the STEREO‐B spacecraft (B). Figures 1a and 1b
also show the intersection of the Thomson sphere with the
ecliptic which lies within the HI fov, for the appropriate
STEREO spacecraft. Hence while it is hard to distinguish in
the SOHO or STEREO coronagraph images whether a CME
is propagating on the near or far side of the plane of the sky,
HI will mostly be sensitive to electron density variations
forced by transients directed at longitude angles less than
90° relative to the imager. Vourlidas and Howard [2006]
showed that the brightness of a CME remains relatively
constant during its radial outward propagation inside this
sphere; we refer the reader to their thorough discussion.
[9] The HI instruments, like coronagraphs, observe sun-
light scattered off the F‐corona as well as the K‐corona, the
former being light scattered by dust rather than solar wind
electrons. The intensity of the K‐corona signal measured by
the HI instruments is small compared with that of the stars
and the Fraunhofer (F)‐corona. However, as the F‐corona
does not evolve significantly over time scales of the order of
days, its contribution can be largely removed by either the
use of the running difference technique or by subtracting the
minimum value of the brightness measured in each pixel
over an appropriate interval. Running difference images,
obtained by subtracting the preceding image from the current
one, are particularly useful as they reveal features that are
propagating through the fov.
[10] Figure 2 presents a composite arrangement of back-
ground subtracted images of the K‐corona taken by the
COR‐1, COR‐2 and HI‐1 cameras of the SECCHI package
on 23 September 2007. The corona is shown in a helio-
projective cartesian latitude versus longitude plot. The
images extend out to ∼24° longitude off the eastern and
western limbs of the Sun. Images off the eastern solar limb
(left‐hand side) are taken from the STEREO‐A spacecraft
and those off the western limb (right‐hand side) are from
STEREO‐B; hence only half of each COR‐1 and COR‐2
image is used. The streamer rays emanating from the eastern
limb of the Sun can be seen clearly out as far as 15°. If we
assume that streamers are seen in detail inside the TS
[Vourlidas and Howard, 2006]; a helioprojective longitude
of 15° corresponds to distances inside the TS of at least
∼54 R away from the Sun. Hence HI‐1 allows observa-
tions of streamer rays up to those distances where the slow
solar wind has typically reached its terminal speed. In this
paper we make extensive use of HI images to study
streamer dynamics and the associated variable solar wind
which has its source in these streamers.
3. Transient Releases Inside the Streamer Belt
[11] The region of slow solar wind associated with the
coronal streamers (i.e., the streamer belt) can undergo large
latitudinal excursions. These excursions are the result of
nonaxisymmetric magnetic fields [Wang et al., 2006]
developing at low solar latitudes during periods of weaker
polar magnetic field [e.g., Sheeley, 2008]. The warping of
the streamers and the Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS),
which is usually embedded in the streamer belt, leads to the
formation of sector structures at solar equatorial latitudes.
Two and four solar wind streams usually form during solar
minimum. However in recent years in situ data recorded at
Earth, as well as numerical models of the solar corona, point
to the Earth often experiencing three corotating streams per
solar rotation [Temmer et al., 2007]; as we shall see HI also
observed this three‐stream structure.
[12] The streamers will not appear when located outside
the TS but as they enter the sphere their brightness is sig-
nificantly enhanced. The electron density of the background
solar wind is greatest on the TS (point of closest approach to
the Sun) along the line of sight and the part of the streamer
located on the sphere is consequently observed in great
detail. We note that transients released at longitudes between
the TS surface and the Imager, may become brighter than
the part of the streamers located on the TS, depending on
Figure 1. (a) A view of the ecliptic plane from the north
showing the relative positions of the Sun (S), Earth (E),
and STEREO‐A spacecraft (A) in the solar ecliptic plane
on 15 September 2007. (b) The same as Figure 1a but for
STEREO‐B (B). The angular extents of the fovs of the
HI‐1 and HI‐2 cameras in the ecliptic plane are delimited
by red and blue lines, respectively. The intersection of the
Thomson sphere with the HI fov in that plane, for both
the STEREO‐A and ‐B spacecraft, is shown as a blue
dashed semicircle (TS). The spiral configuration of plasma
elements (small black dots) emitted by the same source
regions is shown for a three sector structure.
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their relative density along the line of sight. Assuming
therefore that the part of streamers imaged by HI is located
on the TS, a constant radial distance of ∼20 R on the TS
corresponds to an arc at near constant elongation of 5°.
Figure 3 is a difference image obtained from two 40 min
cadence HI‐1A images taken at 0650 UT and 0730 UT on
23 September 2007. The two arcs plotted on this image
bound a band of near constant 5° elongation. This band can
be plotted vertically with time in a synoptic map format.
Such a map of coronal variability is presented in Figure 4a.
The slow solar wind reaches its terminal speed at around
40 R; hence we are here extracting observations from a
region half way through the acceleration phase. The distance
of 20 R was chosen because the brightness of streamers is
still high at this short distance away from the Sun and fast
solar wind has almost certainly not yet had time to catch up
with the slow solar wind. Any variations in electron density
originate therefore from varying solar wind properties at the
coronal base; these variations can be caused by transients
propagating along the streamer rays observed by HI (on the
TS) or by transients propagating along longitudes situated
between the TS surface and the Imager. Figure 4a presents
44 days of data covering parts of two consecutive Carrington
Rotations (CR 2060 and CR 2061). In essence Figure 4a
Figure 2. A composite of SECCHI images projected onto the plane of the sky. Images off the eastern
solar limb (to the left of center) are from HI‐1A (red) and COR‐1/2A (green/blue) images; the K‐corona
off the western limb (to the right of center) is imaged by HI‐1B and COR‐1/2B. Note that only the rel-
evant half of each COR image is shown.
Figure 3. A running difference image obtained from
HI‐1A images recorded on 23 September 2007. The hori-
zontal lines mark the limits of the band (portion) of differ-
ence image used to plot the vertical strip of data used at
0730 UT on 23 September 2007 in the J‐map shown in
Figure 5a. The two arcs mark the limits of the band of
difference image used to create the vertical strip of data at
0730 UT on 23 September 2007 in the latitude versus time
map shown in Figure 4a.
Figure 4. (a) The evolution of the streamer belt at 5°
elongation, as observed by HI‐1 on STEREO‐A, plotted
in a latitude (l(°)) versus time format. Uniform fast flows
from coronal holes (CH), recurring CMEs, and “very poor
events” or “blobs” can seen on this map. (b) Density predic-
tions from 3‐D MHD coronal modeling for that elongation
off the eastern solar limb. The white areas correspond to
dense solar wind, whereas the black area correspond to more
tenuous wind.
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equates to a solar longitude versus latitude map, with
orange/red areas marking the regions of most intense
brightness increases (and thus electron density) between two
consecutive images. The heliographic latitude is estimated by
computing the intersection of the TS with a sphere centered at
the Sun and of radius 20 R.
[13] The region of greatest coronal intensity variations
appears to occupy a belt; the heliographic latitude of this
belt varies with time. The heliocentric latitude of the bright
streamer on the eastern limb of the Sun in the HI‐1A
and COR‐1/2A images in Figure 2 is the same as that of
the belt of maximum coronal brightness variation inferred
from Figure 4a on 23 September (l ∼ 20°). The thin belt
of maximum brightness variability characterized by these
orange/red areas in Figure 4a marks the latitudinal position
of the densest part of streamer rays. Undisturbed flows can
be seen on this map at high heliographic latitudes and are
associated with coronal hole (CH) flows.
[14] We can compare the latitudinal variation of the band
of intense variability seen in Figure 4a to that of the location
of the streamer belt predicted by three‐dimensional mag-
netohydrodynamic (3‐D MHD) modeling of the corona. The
predictions of the solar wind speed and density from the
Potential‐Field Source Surface (PFSS) model of Wang‐
Sheeley‐Arge [Wang et al., 1990; Arge and Pizzo, 2000] are
extended into the interplanetary medium using the ENLIL
3‐D MHD numerical model of the solar wind [Odstrčil and
Pizzo, 1999] Model predictions are available from the
Community Coordinated Modelling Center. The solar wind
density during CR 2060 and CR 2061 was simulated using
the PFSS solar wind speed predictions based on smoothed
and filtered magnetograms from the National Solar Obser-
vatory (NSO) at Kitt Peak (the preparation of these mag-
netograms was carried out by N. Arge). The PFSS model
constructs a spherical harmonic representation, having
interpolated the NSO 1° resolution magnetograms onto a
grid with 2.5° resolution. The numerical code outputs the
magnetic field vector, solar wind velocity vector, and plasma
number density over the heliocentric distance range from
0.1 to 2.3 AU. This numerical model has been applied
successfully to such topics as space weather forecasting, and
has been used in the study of solar wind–magnetosphere
coupling [Luhmann et al., 2004] and cosmic ray modulation
[Rouillard and Lockwood, 2007].
[15] We present in Figure 4b the PFSS‐ENLIL predictions
of the solar wind density covering the same heliocentric
latitude range and time interval as shown in Figure 4a. The
latitudinal variation of the streamer belt as imaged by HI‐1A
is well replicated by the 3‐Dmodeling. In particular, the large
latitudinal excursions of the streamers observed between 19
and 23 August and one rotation later (i.e., ∼27 days later),
between 15 and 20 September, are predicted by the model.
[16] Figures 4a and 4b provide information on different
time scales. Figure 4a is obtained from running difference
images obtained at 40 min cadence and therefore only var-
iations in the brightness of streamers over a 40 min interval
will be recorded. Parts of the streamers which do not vary in
brightness (time‐dependent) or spatial position over this
interval will be absent in Figure 4a, whereas Figure 4b reveals
the location of all parts of the streamer belt.
[17] Figure 4 shows that the thickness of the streamers
along the HI line of sight is reduced when the belt undergoes
large latitudinal excursions; thus the integrated brightness of
the streamers is lower. Such periods are generally marked by
lower intensities in Figure 4a (such as between 21 and
24 August 2007). Conversely, slower changes in the lati-
tudinal location of the streamer belt will lead to more
electrons contributing to the intensity along the line of sight,
and the streamers will appear brighter. A bifurcation of the
streamers is observed by HI‐1A between 4 and 16 September
2007; this is confirmed by the PFSS‐ENLIL model.
[18] Figure 4 provides information on the latitudinal width
of the densest part of the streamer belt and in particular the
latitudinal width of the largest of these white‐light tran-
sients. We find that plasma parcels extend over a latitude
width of ∼5–20° which compares favorably with previous
observations of intermittent coronal outflows [Sheeley et al.,
1997; Wang et al., 2000]. During this early stage of the
STEREO mission, the longitudinal separation was 17°
between STEREO and SoHO so that the planes of the sky of
STEREO and SoHO coronagraphs were in direct proximity.
We therefore decided to compare the occurrence of the
sudden variations in coronal brightness observed by HI‐1A
with the SoHO LASCOCME catalogue created by Yashiro et
al. [2004] (and held at http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/).
Seventy‐seven listed transients emerge off the east limb of the
Sun between PA ≥ 45° and PA ≤ 135° (the range of PAs
covered by Figure 4a) during the interval of time presented
in Figure 4a. Seventy‐eight percent of these transients are
classified as “very poor events,” have limited latitudinal
extent (<20°), and are poorly resolved in LASCO images.
Examples of “very poor events” listed by Yashiro et al.
[2004] and identified as red areas on the map are shown
in Figure 4a; they are located within the band of streamer
belt variability. The longitude width of these transients may
or may not extend over a similar angular range than their
latitudinal width, we cannot say with single point observa-
tions fromwhite‐light integrated images, moreover the nature
or origin of these streamer blobs is not well understood. Our
interpretation that the transients observed in Figure 4a are
propagating along the streamer rays results from the corre-
spondence between the PA variation at which transients
emerge and the PA variation of the streamer belt location; it is
very likely that some of the transients observed in Figure 4a
are propagating at longitudes well inside the sphere and
emerged from other parts of the streamer belt.
[19] The large intensity variations observed by HI in the
streamer belt reveal the variability and discontinuous nature
of solar wind outflow. This is to be anticipated as the slow
solar wind tends not only to be denser but also more vari-
able. It is well known that in situ observations of the slow
solar wind show that it is intrinsically more variable than the
fast solar wind [Zurbuchen et al., 2002]. Hence the most
intense variations observed in the difference images are
likely to be related to the variability of the slow solar wind
associated with the streamers. The densest solar wind is
mainly observed near the center of the streamer belt inside
the so‐called “plasma sheet” where the Heliospheric Current
Sheet (HCS) is usually located [Wang, 1994]. The thin belt
of intense brightness variations seen in Figure 4a is likely to
be mainly associated with the plasma sheet embedded in the
streamer belt of Figure 4b. We associate the intermittency
of streamer brightness variation with the streamer blobs
observed in great detail in the LASCO coronagraphs on
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SOHO [Wang et al., 1998, 2000]. There are two larger red/
blue areas visible in Figure 4a, emerging from the streamer
belt on 28 August and 27 days later on 23 September at 20°
of latitude (marked as CME events in Figure 4a). These two
features, manifested as widenings of the streamer belt by the
3‐D MHD modeling, corresponded to intense signatures in
the COR‐1/COR‐2 from the STEREO spacecraft and SOHO
C2 and C3 coronagraph images. Two twisted structures
reminiscent of flux ropes are visible in the COR‐2 and
LASCO/C3 images, which have been interpreted as “poor
events” in the SOHO CME catalog, are probably east limb
CME events. Hence we find in this map possible evidence
of recurrent CME events embedded in the streamers; such
events are poorly understood. Their analysis will be the
matter of a future paper, as here we concentrate on the
evolution of smaller‐scale variability.
[20] We conclude that we can image the solar wind flows
emanating from the streamer belt due to a combination of
two factors: (1) the great sensitivity of the HI cameras to
electron density variations of the K‐corona and (2) the
variability of the slow solar wind flow at the coronal heights
imaged by HI‐1A is effectively recorded in difference
images. The novel imaging technique presented here allows
a qualitative analysis of the occurrence of transient plasma
releases inside the streamer belt. We find that the variability
of the slow solar wind in HI images manifests itself on a
whole range of scales from the fine structure that is difficult
to resolve into independent entities (1–2° width), “distinct
blobs” observed previously by SOHO coronagraphs (3–20°)
and listed as “very poor events” in the CME LASCO cat-
alogue, to larger events (>20°) which have the appearance of
flux ropes (CMEs) and are listed as “poor events.” The
“very poor events” or “blobs” are found to be continually
released from all parts of the streamer including latitudes
which do not undergo dramatic latitudinal excursions. Our
analysis suggests that transient releases (fine structure and
blobs) can occur at high latitudes inside relatively flat parts
of the streamers. These transients could result from open
field lines of the rigidly rotating coronal holes reconnect
with the closed field lines of the streamers [Sheeley et al.,
1987; Wang et al., 1988]. Recent MHD models of the co-
rona confirm the continual release of transients near the
edges of the streamer belt [Lionello et al., 2005]. However,
these blobs could also be related to the emergence of flux
ropes poorly resolved in coronagraph images because they
do not force significant electron density variations in the
corona. Examples of such small events were discussed in a
case study by Rouillard et al. [2009a].
Figure 5. (a) Elongation (a, ranging from 4° to 74°) versus time plot along the center of the HI fov on
STEREO‐A, derived from a sequence of HI‐1/2A difference images. (b) The same as Figure 4a.
(c) The radial speed predictions from the 3‐D MHD coronal modeling. The latitudinal excursions of the
streamers are shown as vertical dashed lines and mark the times of expected CIR formations. The varying
latitude of the Earth is shown by a black‐dotted white line in Figures 5b and 5c.
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[21] Some blobs can be sufficiently large to be followed
through the entire HI‐1 fov and well inside the TS
[Rouillard et al., 2008]. Section 4 analyzes their kinematic
properties as they get swept up by solar wind streams. We
improve on methods (already partly published) to determine
their trajectory. The latter will prove invaluable in the detailed
in situ analysis of their properties in paper 2.
4. Radial Propagation of Transient Releases
[22] Figure 5a presents a time‐elongation map derived
by plotting strips from HI‐1A running difference images
extracted along the varying Position Angle (PA) of the Earth
(and therefore the Advanced Composition Explorer, ACE
spacecraft) of the HI‐A fields of view as a function of
elongation (along the ordinate) and time (along the abscissa).
An example of a strip of a HI‐1A running difference
image, centered along the PA of the Earth is shown in
Figure 3. The J‐map shown in Figure 5a covers the interval
from 12 August to 17 September 2007 and is based on the
technique reported by Sheeley et al. [1999, 2008a, 2008b]
and Davies et al. [2009]. These plots, traditionally called
J‐maps were first created from coronal images taken by the
LASCO C2/C3 coronagraphs on board SOHO [Sheeley et
al., 1999]. The technique was recently adapted to HI ima-
ges and perfected by Davies et al. [2009] and Sheeley et al.
[2008a, 2008b]. The outflowing transients in Figure 5a can
be divided into two categories: those associated with density
perturbations that extend out to less than 10° elongation and
those (the larger perturbations) that propagate higher up in
the corona, as far as a = 60°. Figure 5a reveals five sig-
nificant families of tracks, labeled A to E. Rouillard et al.
[2008] investigated the possible source of the plasma par-
cels corresponding to tracks D to E and found no clear CME
association. The transients first expanded into “pancake‐
shaped” structures, consistent with the evolution of the radial
expansion of a plasma parcel, and progressively broadened
and intensified in brightness in the HI‐2 fov eventually
forming a large‐scale “plasma density wave.” These tracks
were associated with transient entrained by high‐speed
streams. Figure 4a is reproduced as Figure 5b to allow
comparisons; Figure 5c presents the solar wind speed pre-
dictions from the PFSS‐ENLIL modeling which correspond
to the plasma density simulations presented in Figure 4b.
The input values of the density and speed are prescribed as
inversely related parameters in the numerical model and
therefore Figure 4b and Figure 5c are directly related. White
areas correspond to fast wind (∼500 km s−1) while the slow
wind appears in black (∼300 km s−1). We have marked in
Figure 5c alternating fast (F: white/light grey regions) and
slow flows (S: dark grey/black regions) in the vicinity of the
solar ecliptic plane. Hence, the vertical dashed lines crossing
Figures 5b and 5c mark the times (solar longitudes) when
fast wind is emitted after (eastward of) slow solar wind.
These lines indicate times subsequent to which CIRs would
be expected to form and, thus, large‐scale plasma density
waves should propagate in the HI‐2 fov. The times of
expected CIR formation correlate well with the occurrence of
radially outflowing density variations (Figure 5a, features A
to E).
[23] The periods around 9 and 17 September 2007 mark
the times of latitudinal excursions of the streamer belt where
fast flows are directly eastward of slow flows. Solar rotation
will bring these two flow regimes in radial alignment, with
slow flow ahead of fast flow, and force the formation of
larger structures in the HI‐2 fov. The imprints of these latter
structures in the J‐maps are tracks that extend far in the
heliosphere as more and more plasma is piled up ahead of
the driving fast wind. Tracks that do not extend beyond 10°
elongation emerge nearly continually in the ecliptic portion
of the HI fov; this is related to the fact that there are tran-
sients continually released in the slow wind and passing
along the line of sight in the vicinity of the ecliptic for much
of the time. We suggest that these transients disappear
rapidly in the HI field of view because they are not entrained
by high‐speed streams. A period of “rest” in the variable
outflow occurs only between 27 August and 1 September
2007: Figure 5c reveals that the in‐ecliptic portion of the HI
fov is occupied by uniform fast solar wind at this time. This
is related to the streamer belt being located at very high
latitude during this period (see Figures 5b and 5c). The
general topology of the streamer belt during the interval
analyzed consists of one large excursion and two smaller
ones per solar rotation, resulting in three ecliptic crossings
of the streamer belt per solar rotation or an untypical three‐
stream structure. Through an analysis of the last three years
of solar wind in situ data, we have found that a three‐stream
structures has been a common feature over recent years.
This observation agrees with the recent work of Temmer et
al. [2007], who analyzed the variability of coronal hole
areas in 2005 and found a 9 day periodicity. The authors
found, from GOES/SXI image sequences, a periodic varia-
tion caused by a mutual triangular distribution of coronal
holes 120° apart in longitude.
5. Outward Propagation of the Transients
[24] An observer, such as the HI instrument on STEREO‐
A, located at a constant radial distance from the Sun, rA, and
measuring the apparent angular distance of an object mov-
ing at constant radial speed antisunward will observe an
apparent acceleration of that object [Sheeley et al. 2008a,
2008b; Rouillard et al., 2008]. The elongation variation
(a(t)) of a density front moving radially outward with a
Figure 6. The geometry of the J‐map fitting for an Imager
A at a distance rA away from the Sun (S). A transient T
propagates at an assumed constant speed (Vr) along a solar
radial with longitudinal separation angle b relative to the
Sun‐Imager line.
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constant speed (Vr) along a solar radial with a longitude
difference (b) relative to the observer will be given by
 Vr; ð Þ ¼ a tan D tð Þ sin ð ÞrA  D tð Þ cos ð Þ
 
ð1Þ
where D is the distance away from the Sun. An equivalent
equation holds from elongation variations observed by
STEREO‐B with rA simply replaced by the radial distance
of STEREO‐B away from the Sun rB (typically >1 AU). A
schematic of the geometry considered here is given in
Figure 6.
[25] A similar equation was obtained by Sheeley et al.
[2008a, 2008b] in terms of the angle out of the plane of
the sky r = 90 − b. For an elongation at ti (ai = a(ti)), we
can also derive the corresponding radial distance of the
plasma parcel in solar radii (r):
Di ¼ rA tið Þ=rð Þ tan ið Þcos ð Þ tan ið Þ þ sin ð Þ
 
ð2Þ
[26] We have shown in section 4 that the J‐maps from
HI on STEREO‐A reveal a series of plasma parcels during
Figure 7. The expected elongation variation of corotating density plasma parcels in J‐maps as seen by
HI on (a) STEREO‐A and (b) STEREO‐B. The extents of the HI fovs are indicated by horizontal dotted
lines for HI‐1 and by dot‐segment lines for HI‐2.
Figure 8. The inverse of the standard deviation of the resi-
duals, contoured as a function of the radial speed (Vr) and
angle b.
Figure 9. The elongation variation extracted from the
J‐map for a CME track (crosses) as a function of time since
first appearance in the HI camera. The best fit curve is
shown as a solid line.
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the period of an expected CIR passage through the HI fov.
The predicted elongation variation of a series of plasma
density parcels emitted at a typical slow solar wind speed
of 330 km s−1 at successive 12 h intervals from the same
source region on the Sun is shown in Figure 7. The pattern
of apparently converging tracks observed the HI‐A J‐map
in Figure 5 is very similar to that shown in Figure 7a.
Therefore this convergence does not reveal the physical
collision of plasma parcels, but is associated instead with
distinct parcels being emitted by the same rotating source
region (the streamer belt warp). The diverging pattern of tracks
observed by HI on STEREO‐B (Figure 7b) arises as corota-
tion will rotate the source region away from the observer.
6. CIR Structure Studied Using J‐Maps
[27] It is possible to fit the elongation variation (a(Vr, b))
for each feature in the J‐maps and extract, for that feature,
its particular speed and longitude of propagation. It is
desirable to estimate the errors in the fitting procedure. a is
evaluated for all possible values of Vr and b. The standard
deviation of the residuals is obtained by taking the differ-
Figure 10. (a) The J‐maps created from difference images created from the imagers on the STEREO‐A
spacecraft. (b) Each of the tracks shown in Figure 10a were fitted using the technique described in section 6.
The families of tracks a to f and g to l correspond to the passage of CIR‐D and CIR‐E in Figure 5a,
respectively.
Table 1. Trajectories of the Transients Determined From HI‐A
Observationsa
Track Date Time (UT) Vr (km s
−1) b (deg)
CIR‐D
a 9 Sep 0107 268 ± 14 84 ± 4
b 9 Sep 1945 288 ± 24 82 ± 9
c 10 Sep 0657 285 ± 16 78 ± 10
d 10 Sep 2139 299 ± 11 63 ± 11
e 11 Sep 0752 311 ± 18 61 ± 11
f 11 Sep 2019 335 ± 07 37 ± 07
CIR‐E
g 17 Sep 0531 307 ± 21 80 ± 8
h 17 Sep 1412 306 ± 34 80 ± 11
i 18 Sep 0138 321 ± 07 59 ± 10
j 18 Sep 0720 319 ± 07 52 ± 09
k 18 Sep 1719 340 ± 09 55 ± 12
l 19 Sep 0612 324 ± 07 40 ± 06
aThe date of transient passed 5° of elongation, the estimated speed of
transient (Vr), and the longitude separation between the transient and the
Observer (b) values.
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ence between the observed elongation variation aO and the






[28] The standard deviation, s, is calculated for all pos-
sible Vr and b. Figure 8 presents the inverse of s as a
contour plot for each value of Vr (abscissa) and b (ordinate).
The best‐fit for this CME track, observed in HI on STE-
REO‐A during July 2007, was found to be Vr = 324 km s
−1
and b = 35°. This CME track illustrates nicely both the
effect of apparent acceleration and deceleration.
[29] The 2s contour line, a white line that encircles the
maximum value (best fit), is used to evaluate the errors in
the best fit Vr and b values. The errors are taken as half the
range of Vr and b values covered by the 2s surface around
the best fit combination of b and Vr. The errors in the fitting
of this particular feature, evaluated at the 2s level, were
found to be ±7.2 km s−1 and ±6.2° for the speed estimate
and longitude separation, respectively. Figure 9 shows the
fitted elongation versus time profile corresponding to the
two‐parameter fit shown in Figure 8. The same procedure
was applied to all the plasma parcels observed between
8 and 23 September 2007, and which occur during the warps
of the streamer belt imaged in Figure 4a.
[30] Figure 10a shows the J‐map created for a subset of
the interval shown in Figure 5a. The best fit elongation
variations for each observed transient using the above
technique are shown in Figure 10b. Table 1 shows the de-
rived Vr and b together with the estimated uncertainties in
the fitting of each of the tracks shown in Figure 10b. The b
values have a distinct pattern in that the longitude of prop-
agation decrease systematically for consecutive parcels. The
Figure 11. The same as Figure 10 but for STEREO B. In these J‐maps the lines emanating from a single
corotating source region diverge instead of converging. The families of tracks a to c and d to g correspond
to the family of tracks associated with the passage of CIR‐C and CIR‐D in Figure 5a, respectively.
Table 2. Same as Table 1 but for the Tracks Fitted in HI‐B
Images
Track Date Time (UT) Vr (km s
−1) b (deg)
CIR‐C
a 10 Sep 2233 330 ± 23 17 ± 4
b 12 Sep 0909 326 ± 06 53 ± 9
c 13 Sep 0330 282 ± 12 68 ± 10
CIR‐D
d 16 Sep 2031 357 ± 190 14 ± 15
e 17 Sep 0952 333 ± 15 36 ± 09
f 18 Sep 0943 274 ± 05 59 ± 10
g 20 Sep 0520 319 ± 10 85 ± 07
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b values associated with the second family of parcels
behave in the same manner. The progressive decrease in b
values is also marked by a slight increase in Vr during fits a
to f (except between b and c). The fits to the second family
of tracks for g to l show a much less pronounced Vr variation
and yet the b values also decreased substantially (b = 80 ±
8° to b = 40 ± 6°). The slight decrease in solar wind speed is
not expected for time‐independent coronal hole flows at the
source surface and may suggest that the assumption of
constant speed is not totally adequate. The simple two‐
parameter fit used here has however the advantages of
being intuitive and demonstrating clearly the corotation of
the source region.
[31] The fitting technique was applied to the tracks
observed during the same period by HI on STEREO‐B. The
J‐maps and the best fit lines for the tracked transients are
shown in Figures 11a and 11b, respectively. The values
obtained are shown in Table 2. It is clear that for the two
families of diverging tracks, the b increases for consecutive
tracks, as would be expected if the source region was rotating
away from the instrument. The Vr values also decrease as b
increases, again pointing to the limitations of the technique.
Assuming constant speed of plasma parcels is not fully ade-
quate as parcels may still be accelerating in the inner HI‐1A
field of view and a fitting technique which convolves the
geometrical effect analyzed here with a gradual acceleration
of the parcel (multiparameter fit) could be attempted in future
studies. Despite limitations in the technique used here, this
analysis shows that the signatures seen in STEREO‐A and
STEREO‐B are consistent with the tracks of outflowing
parcels emitted from a rotating source region. Moreover, as
we shall see in paper 2, this simple technique provides im-
pressive kinematic predictions when compared with in situ
data.
[32] The analysis can be taken one step further to assess
whether the variation in the estimated longitudinal separa-
tion angle between the imager and the source region is
related to the solar rotation period. Figure 12 shows using
black filled and white empty circles the angular separation
between the Earth’s heliocentric longitude (and therefore
ACE) and the longitude of the source region of transient T,
for each fitted track (Db (ACE, T)) as a function of time,
the time axis covers the interval considered in Figure 10.
The time of each circle is the time that the transient passed
0.1 AU, calculated by using equation 2 and the estimated
speed of each transient. Filled black circles are derived from
tracks observed by HI on STEREO‐Awhile the empty circles
are for STEREO‐B. The dash and dash‐dot‐dash lines mark
the expected variation in the longitudinal separation angle
between the Earth and the transients source region for the
rotation period of ∼ 27 days observed at the time. We can
see that, within their estimated errors, the observations
mainly follow the expected values. The interaction of tran-
sients are imaged for three CIRs during this time interval
which we label CIR‐C, CIR‐D and CIR‐E in Figure 12. As
expected, during the time interval of Figure 12 (half a solar
rotation) only one corotating source of transients, labeled
CIR‐D, is tracked continuously in both STEREO‐A and
STEREO‐B images (i.e., filled and empty circles occur on
the same V‐shaped line).
[33] We have established that, during the time interval
studied in this paper, HI is observing plasma parcels emitted
by specific rotating sources. The presence of these parcels
close‐in led Sheeley et al. [2008a, 2008b] and Rouillard
et al. [2008] to suggest that they were transients (flux
ropes or reconnected magnetic field lines). The scale of
these perturbations in HI‐2 cameras and the systematic
correlation between their predicted arrival time at Earth and
typical in situ signatures of CIRs (see Rouillard et al. [2008]
and paper 2) leads to the conclusion that these elements are
entrained by CIRs. It is important to remember that the
analysis so far has been carried out using difference images
rather than background subtracted images. As stated earlier,
faint features can be tracked out more easily in difference
images. The passage of corotating streams through the fov
of HI‐1 should appear in undifferenced images as a more
continuous enhancement of the solar wind brightness over
7 days (90° of corotation in longitude angle to enter and
leave the portion of the TS imaged by HI‐1). This enhance-
ment would vary with the proximity of the (CIR associated)
spiral orientation to the line of sight (see paper 2 for a dis-
cussion of this effect) and the distance between the electrons
of the spiral and the TS. The slow manner in which the cor-
otating Archemedian spiral of denser slow solar wind passes
through the fov means that it is mostly suppressed in differ-
ence images. The brightness variations that remain in dif-
ference images are therefore the small‐scale transients
(density ripples) added to the brightness of the corotating
stream. In HI‐2 where the fast solar wind is expected to catch
up the slow solar wind, previous studies showed that large‐
scale “plasma density waves” form which dominate the
Figure 12. The longitude difference between ACE and the
fitted propagating front as a function of time. TheDb (ACE,
T) variation of a CIR source region rotating with a period of
27 days is shown by the three lines. These V‐shaped lines
track well the observed variation in Db (ACE,T) during
these intervals.
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brightness variations in a transient manner [Sheeley et al.,
2008a, 2008b].
7. Discussion and Conclusion
[34] In this paper, we have demonstrated how HI provides
a unique way to study the variability of the slow solar wind.
The sensitivity of the HI‐1A cameras allows imaging of
helmet streamers as far as D ∼ 54 R and in great detail. The
first obvious observation is the continual emergence of
transients which appear clearly in latitude versus longitude
maps obtained from difference images. The perturbations
appear as intermittent temporary increases in coronal
brightness in the streamers or/and sudden temporary widen-
ing of these streamers. These transients appear to have a
whole range of sizes and can occasionally be extensive
structures; the study presented here even finds evidence for
the recurrent eruption of twisted magnetic structures off the
northeastern limb of the Sun. This recurrent event has the
appearance of a small CME in coronagraph and HI images,
however more work is required to confirm this. A quanti-
tative analysis of the trajectory of the ecliptic part of these
small‐scale transients shows that their source region rotates
with the solar rotation period. Their source region was found
to be located on the western boundary of coronal holes
where fast wind is emitted ahead of slow wind.
[35] The median of the time difference between succes-
sive transients tracked all the way into HI‐2 is found to be
∼12 h during the time interval considered in this paper
(estimated from Tables 1 and 2). The plasma releases force
local variations in density that propagate outward in the
slow solar wind. As we shall see in paper 2, in situ analysis
of the slow solar wind observed by STEREO‐A/B and ACE
during the period observed by HI shows clear evidence of
this variability of the slow solar wind. All the types of
transients typically seen in the slow solar wind were ob-
served during this short interval.
[36] The results of this paper which consist of a systematic
estimation of transient trajectories and a rough estimation of
their sizes are used in the accompanying paper (paper 2) to
carry out a detailed analysis of the in situ signatures of these
transients.
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